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1. The purpose of this report is to detail specific areas in which Israel
has abrogated the economic, social and cultural rights of the Palestinian
people in the occupied Palestinian territories (OPT) in contravention of its
obligations under the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights.

Land confiscation and restrictions on land use

2. Since the beginning of the occupation in 1967, Israel has confiscated
approximately 3 million dunams out of the 5.8 million dunams in the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip, which represents about 53 per cent of the Palestinian
areas.  Under the Likud Government the building of new settlements, expansion
of existing ones, and construction of bypass roads between the settlements has
taken on a new life.

3. There are more than 150 settlements in the OPT and the total number of
settlers is approximately 320,000.  In the Gaza Strip alone there are
18 settlements with a population of 5,000 settlers.

Prevention of commercial transactions

4. As a result of the systematic policies of consecutive Israeli
Governments since 1967, the Palestinian economy is heavily dependent on
Israel.  As a result, the economy is extremely vulnerable and unstable.  With
the continued refusal by Israel to establish the Gaza sea port, to open the
airport and to activate the safe passages between the West Bank and the
Gaza Strip, most of the Palestinian export and import activities are carried
out through Israel.

5. As for sea fishing, the interim agreements state that Palestinian
fishermen should be allowed to fish out to 20 nautical miles.  In reality, the
Israeli navy has not permitted fishing beyond 6 nautical miles.  According to
the Palestinian Ministry of Agriculture, the closure of the Gaza shore
from 30 July to 7 August 1997 resulted in losses of US$ 30,000 per day.

Water dispossession and environmental pollution

6. There is a long list of violations committed by Israel and Jewish
settlements against the Palestinian environment in various regions.  The list
includes:

The polluting of water supplies by chemical and organic substances
emanating from settlements;

The dumping of solid waste in garbage dumps near Palestinian villages
and towns;

The building of stone crushers in Palestinian territories being allowed
by the Israeli Civil Administration;

The spraying of pesticides along the Israeli-Palestinian borders;

The uprooting of productive orchards.
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7. Moreover, Israel deprives Palestinians of using their own water. 
Palestinian water resources are estimated at 750 million cubic metres, though
they are only allowed to use 230 million.  Therefore, the Israeli settlers use
more than twice as much water as the Palestinians.

The policy of closure and its effect on Palestinian workers

8. The Israeli policy of closure, partial or complete, of the borders
around the West Bank and the Gaza Strip has completely cut off these integral
areas, both economically and socially.  The practice of closures, which has
been established in the last five years, is a systematic policy of collective
punishment against the Palestinian people.

9. Palestinian workers in Israel have been facing economic hardship and a
deterioration in living conditions as a result of the Israeli policy of
closure, which denies them access to work in Israel.  In Gaza alone, there was
a total of 54 days of total closure in 1997, amounting to 15 per cent of the
year with the remainder of the year characterized by intermittent partial
closures.  A total closure causes the loss of US$ 4-6 million per day.

Exclusion from existing occupational safety and social security schemes

10. Palestinian employees have no official or unofficial means of enforcing
the requirements of the law upon their employers in Israel.  In addition to
this, the closures deprive those who have worked in Israel of their benefits: 
a three-month break in employment, for instance, causes the loss of national
insurance benefits and indemnities.

Restrictive treatment of family reunification applications

11. The problems caused by the Israeli policy of approving only the “minimum
possible number” of applications for family reunification is inherently
connected to Israeli policies concerning the residency rights of Palestinians. 
Firstly, according to the current Israeli family reunification policy, the
spouse of a Palestinian lawfully resident in the OPT is refused permission to
live as a permanent resident with his/her spouse, save in “exceptional
circumstances”; thus, the only way such a family can live together securely is
to live outside the occupied territories.  Secondly, military orders have
decreed that permanent residence will be denied to the child of a father who
is lawfully resident in the OPT if the mother is a non-resident; this is the
case even if the child is born inside the OPT.  Thirdly, even those who have
the right of permanent residence can lose it due to arbitrarily imposed
regulations concerning the length of time a Palestinian can stay abroad. 
Thus, spouses with residency status who choose to live abroad to be with their
families are in danger of losing their right of residence.

Continuing deterioration of the living conditions in the OPT

12. As a result of the Israeli policy of closure, the living conditions in
Palestine have deteriorated as never before.  Statistics indicate that
currently 10.5 per cent of the West Bank and 36.3 per cent of the Gaza
population live in absolute poverty, a condition that has worsened for the
poor since mid-1994.
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Depriving patients of the right to receive medical treatment outside the
Gaza Strip

13. As a result of the Israeli policy of closure, severe restrictions are
imposed on the movement of Gazan patients and sometimes all access is denied. 
In such cases, many patients have died as a result of the prolonged delay at
military checkpoints or because patients are denied permits.  When patients
are allowed permits to go to receive medical treatment, the journey is often
so arduous (due to the long waits at the Israeli checkpoints) that the
patient's condition often deteriorates further.

The continued suffering of Gazan students in the West Bank

14. Gazan students in the West Bank universities continue to suffer as
Israel has deprived them of their right to reach their educational
institutions.  Since 26 February 1996, Israeli authorities have refused to
allow more than 1,200 Gazan students to return to their universities in the
West Bank.  They have even been prohibited from staying in areas classified in
the interim agreement as areas under Palestinian jurisdiction.  The Israeli
army issued a military order on 12 March 1996 stating that all Gazans in the
West Bank should return immediately to the Gaza Strip.  Those who have
returned illegally face not only harassment from the Israeli authorities but
also difficult living conditions and an unstable academic life.

Conclusion

15. The present report illustrates just a sampling of the grave human rights
abuses suffered by Palestinians in the OPT.  It is the contention of the
submitting organizations that the abridgement of the rights delineated in the
Covenant cannot be adequately examined until Israel upholds its responsibility
to report on its application of the Covenant in the OPT.

16. Israel has directly breached the following articles of the Covenant:

(a) Article 1.  Right to self-determination:  right to pursue
economic, social and cultural development, and right of persons to use their
natural resources as they see fit;

(b) Article 2.  Right to non-discrimination:  right to enjoy
individual rights without distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference;

(c) Article 6.  Right to work:  the constraints that have been placed
upon the freedom of movement (art. 12) of Palestinian workers in times of
closure prevent and obstruct the freedom to choose or access to a job”;

(d) Article 7.  Right to just and favourable conditions of work: 
workers should enjoy conditions that are both safe and healthy;

(e) Article 9.  Right to social security:  workers should enjoy social
security benefits;

(f) Article 10.  Right to family protection:  the family should
continue to function as the fundamental group unit of the society;
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(g) Article 11.  Right to an adequate standard of living and to the
continuous improvement of living conditions:  this includes the rights to
adequate food, clothing and housing, not only for survival but as part of the
enjoyment of an adequate standard of living.  Furthermore, the right to
adequate food encompasses equitable distribution in terms of both production
and trade of food supplies in relation to the need;

(h) Article 12.  Right to have access to health care, which
encompasses the right to environmental well-being (to a safe and healthy
environment);

(i) Article 13.  Right to education:  right to have access to the
educational institution of one's choice.

17. We call upon the Committee to request Israel to report on the situation
of economic, social and cultural rights in the OPT and, furthermore, to
condemn the activities discussed in this report.

-----


